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Abstract
Very high frequency (VHF) driven capacitive discharges are now being increasingly adopted for
plasma-based materials processing due to their high processing rates and lower substrate
damage. Past studies related to complex plasma dynamics and higher harmonics generation in
such systems were limited to constant voltage/current conditions, whereas, industrial systems
are mostly driven by constant power density sources. In the present study, using particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulation, we explore the dynamics of collisionless symmetric capacitive discharges that
is operated at constant power densities. Our focus is on the effect of the driving frequency on the
discharge parameters like the electron density/temperature, the electron energy distribution
function (EEDF), the ion energy distribution function (IEDF), and the generation of higher
harmonics in the device. The simulations are performed for a driving frequency from 27.12 to
100 MHz in argon plasma at a gas pressure of 1 Pa and for two values of the power density,
namely, 2 kW m−3 and 20 kW m−3. It is observed that the required discharge voltage for
maintaining constant power density decreases and discharge current increases with an increase
in the driving frequency. A transition frequency is observed at both power densities. The density
decreases (electron temperature increases) before the transition frequency and the trend is
reversed after crossing the transition frequency. The EEDF shows an enhancement in the
population of the mid-energy range of electrons as the driving frequency increases up to the
transition frequency thereby changing the shape of EEDF from bi-Maxwellian to nearly
Maxwellian, and then transforms into a nearly bi-Maxwellian at higher driving frequencies. The
IEDF at the electrode surface shows bimodal behaviour at a lower driving frequency, becoming
more pronounced at a power density of 20 kW m−3, and then turning into a single energy peak.
The corresponding maximum ion energy is found to decrease with driving frequency.

Keywords: very high frequency, particle-in-cell simulation, ion energy distribution function,
electron energy distribution function, capacitive discharges, collisionless
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1. Introduction

Plasma based techniques for materials processing, such as in
thin film depositions and etching, are becoming indispensable
in microelectronic device fabrications [1]. Low pressure radio
frequency (RF) driven capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) dis-
charges are mostly utilized for this purpose. In such systems,
a high plasma density and a low ion bombardment energy
are preferred for achieving high processing rates and minimal
substrate damages, respectively. It has been observed that an
increase in the driving frequency of CCP systems bestows sev-
eral advantages over conventional 13.56 MHz discharges. In
particular, an enhanced plasma density and a lower self-bias
can be generated for a very high frequency (VHF) plasma
excitation. A dual frequency CCP consisting of a simultan-
eous application of a VHF and a low frequency driver has often
been proposed for an independent control of ion flux and ion
energy [2]. In such systems, the VHF power is used to control
the plasma density in the discharge thereby controlling the ion
flux towards the substrate [3]. VHF plasma operation is fur-
ther suited for the generation of unique gas-phase chemistry.
This is due to a transition in the electron energy distribution
function (EEDF) as a function of the driving frequency [4, 5]
that leads to different excitation, dissociation, and ionization
processes. Despite several advantages, the power deposition
mechanisms in such systems are not very well understood due
to their complex non-linear behaviour. Thus, the investigation
of plasma heating and discharge parameters in VHF excited
CCPs are extremely important for further optimization of pro-
cess conditions and better control strategies for the next gen-
eration advanced processing reactors.

Recent studies performed in VHFCPP systems have shown
power depositions through the generation of an energetic elec-
tron beam from the proximity of the sheath edge [5–7]. At a
low gas pressure, such an electron beam can travel without col-
lisions through the bulk plasma and interact with the opposite
moving sheath edge. Depending on the driving frequency, the
energetic electrons can be confined within the discharge sys-
tem and thereby act as a possible mechanism for an enhance-
ment in the plasma density in the VHF regime. The electron
beam can also be responsible for the generation of electric field
non-linearities and higher harmonics in the bulk plasma and
thereby cause heating of the low energy electrons [8–10]. This
heating effect can lead to a significant change in the EEDF.
Multiple electron beams have also been reported in some of
the past studies of VHF CCPs [5, 7]. Berger et al [11] exper-
imentally showed the formation of multiple electron beams
within a single phase of the sheath expansion using phase
resolved optical emission spectroscopy. A combination of dis-
charge voltage and driving frequency was also proposed to
achieve an independent control of ion flux and ion energy in a
CCP system in [12] as well as in [13]. It should be noted that
these concepts differ from each other in distinct ways. In [12],
the combination of discharge voltage and driving frequency
to achieve an independent control of ion flux and energy in a
CCP system was based on the fact that, at any constant dis-
charge voltage, a driving frequency range is possible where
the density/flux remains constant and the ion energy changes.

The concept of ‘electrical asymmetry effect’ proposed by Heil
et al [13] and others [14–16] relies on using temporally sym-
metric, multi-frequency voltage waveforms containing one or
more even harmonics to change the ion energy by changing the
phase angle between the voltage waveforms. It should further
be noted that most of the above studies were performed for
voltage driven CCPs. However, industrial plasma processing
reactor environments are mostly defined and controlled by the
RF power level. Therefore, it is important to reproduce such
studies for constant power conditions. Additionally, the study
of EEDF and IEDF are highly crucial for understanding and
controlling the plasma chemistry and ion energy at the surface,
respectively.

Motivated by the above considerations, we have performed
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations to investigate the effect of
driving frequency on various plasma parameters including
electron and IEDF, and electron heating mechanism in a CCP
system at constant power density conditions. In the past, there
have been very few theoretical and/or experimental studies
devoted to CCP behaviour under constant power density con-
ditions. Yan and Goedheer [17] studied the behaviour of VHF
CCP discharges in a mixture of silane and hydrogen at pres-
sures below 300 mTorr and for frequencies from 13.56 to
65 MHz using a 2d PIC/MC code. They showed that with an
increase in the driving frequency, the ion energy at the sub-
strate decreases drastically without any modification in the
ion flux. The ion energy spectrum becomes more peaked and
no changes in the dissociation and ionization are observed,
while vibrational excitation increases strongly. Amanatides
and Mataras [18] investigated the driving frequency variation
under constant power conditions in hydrogen RF discharges
using electrical and optical diagnostics, and employed a the-
oretical discharge model. Their results predicted a decrease
in the discharge voltage, increase of the discharge current
and a decrease of the discharge impedance. As driving fre-
quency increases, the power consumed in ion decreases and
power consumed in electron acceleration increases leading to
an increase in the electron drift velocity and electron density.
Meanwhile, the dissociative excitation and ionization rates are
found to decrease with frequency. The experiments by Ahn
et al [19] in argon capacitive discharges in the frequency range
from 9 to 27.12 MHz found that the effective electron tem-
perature decreased and the electron density either remained
constant or decreased. The EEDF remained bi-Maxwellian
for the entire frequency range. Zhu et al [20] measured the
electron density and ion energy for the driving frequency
range of 13.56–156 MHz in an argon discharge. Their res-
ults show an initial increase in electron density with driv-
ing frequency and saturation at higher driving frequencies.
Meanwhile, the ion energy decreases with frequency but does
not agree with the trend predicted by a simple model based
on a Maxwellian EEDF with no electromagnetic effects at
higher driving frequencies. Abdel-Fattah [21] showed experi-
mentally that the EEDF changes its shape from a Maxwellian
at 13.56 MHz to a bi-Maxwellian in the frequency range
27–56 MHz and eventually comes to a Maxwellian at fre-
quencies above 76MHz. The electron density and temperature
peak in the same frequency range and decrease as the driving
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frequency increases. The above studies have not shown any
definitive universal trend and therefore a comprehensive study
is required to understand the plasma behaviour as a function
of the driving frequency under constant power density condi-
tions. In addition, one also needs to gather information about
the generation of higher harmonics and the nature of the elec-
tric field non-linearity under a constant power driving. Our
present work is devoted to such an investigation and reveals
some novel results that have not been reported before, such as
the decreasing trend of the density as a function of the driving
frequency over a certain range and an increasing trend after
a ‘transition frequency’. Other differences from past work
include the elucidation of the electron heating dynamics by
looking at the behaviour of the EEDF and the generation of
higher harmonics. Finally, the IEDF, which is a crucial para-
meter for surface processing has never been reported in the
past for a constant power density condition.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide
a description of the simulation scheme, initial condition set-up
and discharge parameters considered in this work. The phys-
ical interpretation and discussion of the simulation results are
presented in section 3. Finally, a brief summary and some con-
cluding remarks are given in section 4.

2. Simulation scheme and parameters

The current analysis is based on a self-consistent 1D3V
PIC/Monte-Carlo collision (MCC) simulation scheme using
a well-tested and benchmarked code [22] that has been previ-
ously utilized to study the effects arising from varying the driv-
ing frequency in CCP discharges [5, 8–10, 12, 23]. The code
has also been validated against various experimental studies
for a wide range of parameters [24–26]. For the present simu-
lations, we assume the electrodes to be planar, infinite dimen-
sional and placed parallel to each other with a separation of
3.2 cm. The operating gas pressure of the argon discharge is
1 Pascal (Pa). The powered electrode is driven by a sinusoidal
voltage waveform, V(t) = V0sin(2πft), where V0 is the amp-
litude, and f is the frequency of the applied RF. The other elec-
trode is grounded. An appropriate choice of the spatial step
size (i.e. smaller than the Debye length) and temporal step size
(to resolve the electron plasma frequency) have been made to
take care of the accuracy and stability of the numerical compu-
tations. All the important particle-particle interactions like the
electron-neutral (elastic, inelastic and ionization) and the ion-
neutral (elastic, inelastic and charge exchange) collisions are
taken into account for all sets of simulations. However, pro-
cesses like multi-step ionization, metastable pooling, partial
de-excitation, super elastic collisions and further de-excitation
are not considered here for simplification. The species, reac-
tions and cross sections used here are taken from well-tested
sources listed in the references [27, 28]. In the simulation, the
production of metastables (i.e. Ar∗, Ar∗∗) has been considered
though we did not track them for output diagnostics. Due to
lower operating voltages and pressure (1 Pa), the electrodes
are assumed to be perfectly absorbing for both electrons and
ions and therefore secondary electron emission is ignored for

the present studies [29]. The simulation region is divided by a
grid into 512 cells and is cell is populated by 100 particles. The
background neutral gas is distributed uniformly with a tem-
perature similar to that of ions, i.e. 300 K. The simulations
were run for more than 5000 RF cycles (∼7000 RF cycles at
100 MHz) to achieve steady state solutions.

The total power density, which is kept constant,
is the sum of averaged ion and electron power dens-
ities over one RF period and the discharge gap, i.e.
{⟨ji (x, t)E(x, t)⟩+ ⟨je (x, t)E(x, t)⟩}, where, ji and je are the
ion and electron current densities respectively, E is the electric
field and < . > denotes time averaging over one RF period and
space averaging over the discharge gap. In the simulations, a
constant power density is achieved by changing the discharge
voltage for different driving frequencies. For each voltage
condition, the averaged ion and electron power densities are
calculated, and a constant value of the total power density is
obtained. We have produced simulation results for two con-
stant power densities, i.e. ∼2 kW m−3 and ∼20 kW m−3.
It should be mentioned here that our present simulations are
intended to motivate experimental investigations in the para-
metric regime explored by us so that further fine tuning of
the code can be done for industrial applications. For doing
so, one can consider the power at the electrode or after the
matching network as the power considered in the simulation
is the deposited power into the plasma volume. This could be
performed by measuring voltage and current at the electrode
and by converting them into power deposited into the plasma
volume. Therefore, a direct comparison between simulation
and experiments is possible.

3. Results and discussions

Figure 1 shows the effects of the driving frequency on the dis-
charge voltage at constant power densities of ∼2 kW m−3

and ∼20 kW m−3. The driving frequency is varied from
27.12 MHz to 100 MHz. As shown in figure 1, the dis-
charge voltage decreases with an increase in the driving
frequency in order to maintain a constant power level. At
2 kW m−3, the discharge voltage decreases from ∼250 V at
27.12 MHz to 60 V at 100 MHz, whereas, at 20 kW m−3, it
decreases from ∼800 V at 27.12 MHz to 230 V at 100 MHz.
The best fit to the data indicated by the solid curves point
towards an approximate scaling law given by Vrf ∝ f−1, i.e.
the discharge voltage varies as the inverse of the driving fre-
quency. Such a decrease in the discharge voltage is in agree-
ment with results from previous studies [30–32] and can be
attributed to a change in the electron and ion power dissip-
ation when the driving frequency is varied. It is observed
that the electron power absorption increases, whereas, the
ion power absorption decreases with a rise in the driv-
ing frequency. This leads to a decrease in the discharge
impedance, and consequently, a rise in the discharge cur-
rent from ∼20 A m−2 at 27.12 MHz to ∼50 A m−2 at
100 MHz for 2 kW m−3 and from ∼68 A m−2 at 27.12 MHz
to ∼218 A m−2 for 20 kW m−3. Therefore, the required
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Figure 1. Discharge voltage versus driving frequency at power
densities of 2 kW m−3 and 20 kW m−3. The solid curves fitted to
the data have an inverse frequency (f−1) dependence.

discharge voltage has to decrease to maintain a constant
power density.

Figures 2(a) and (b) show the effects of the driving fre-
quency on the electron density (ne) and the electron temper-
ature (Te) for constant power densities of 2 kW m−3 and
20 kWm−3, respectively, where the averaged values of ne and
Te over the discharge gap have been plotted. The variation of
ne and Te values as a function of the frequency show some
interesting features. In the low frequency regime the density
initially decreases before showing a rising trend in figure 2(a).
The temperature shows a reverse trend in the same regime—it
rises before showing a decreasing trend. At much higher val-
ues of the frequency, as one approaches 100 MHz, the density
appears to saturate with a slight decreasing trend towards the
end while the temperature shows a saturation followed by a
slight rising trend in the same region. The same features are
also seen in figure 2(b) but at this higher power operational
regime the second regime of density saturation is not seen
and perhaps occurs for a higher frequency value that has not
been explored numerically. At 2 kW m−3, ne is in the range
of ∼1 × 1015 m−3 to ∼2.25 × 1015 m−3, and for 20 kW m−3

it is in the range of ∼8 × 1015 m−3 to ∼2 × 1016 m−3 in
the frequency interval of 40 MHz to 80 MHz. The value of Te

varies in the range of ∼3.25 eV to 2.5 eV at 2 kW m−3, and
from ∼2.8 eV to 2 eV at 20 kW m−3. So the general trend is
an initial decrease in ne up to a transition frequency followed
by an increase with a further increase in driving frequency,
and then a near saturation at higher driving frequencies. On
the other hand, the Te first increases up to the transition fre-
quency and then decreases with a further rise in driving fre-
quency, and finally approaches saturation at higher driving fre-
quencies. The transition frequency is ∼35 MHz at 2 kW m−3

and ∼40 MHz at 20 kW m−3 power density. The variation of
the density versus the driving frequency qualitatively agrees
with the experimental results of Zhu et al [20] (conducted for

the driving frequency range from 13.56 to 156 MHz) except
that they did not observe an initial dip in ne for the lower
driving frequency range. However, the experimental study of
Ahn et al [19], which was performed for a lower, and limited
range of driving frequencies, namely, from 9 to 27.12 MHz,
showed that the electron density decreases and the electron
temperature increases. Ahn et al [19] further showed that the
EEDF remains bi-maxwellian for the entire driving frequency
range, whereas, an increase in the collisional power absorp-
tion enhances the low energy electron heating responsible for
the increasing trend of the electron temperature. For our sim-
ulation results, we show by analysing the EEDF that the low
energy electrons are heated, up to the transition frequency, due
to the presence of electric field transients in bulk plasma gen-
erated by energetic electrons ejected from the vicinity of the
expanding sheath edge.

The increasing trend of Te up to the transition frequency
and concurrent decreasing trend of ne in order to maintain
the power balance are associated with the heating of the low
energy electrons that are confined in the bulk plasma. This
could be observed in the EEDF. Figures 3(a) and (b) show the
EEDF plotted for different frequencies and power densities.
Three frequencies are displayed in each figure: 1) 27.12 MHz,
2) Transition frequency (35 MHz @ 2 kW m−3 and 40 MHz
@ 20 kW m−3), and 3) 100 MHz. As shown in figure 3(a),
the shape of EEDF at 27.12 MHz is strongly bi-Maxwellian
with a large population of low energy electrons (0.5 eV). As
the driving frequency increases to transition frequency, low
energy electrons are heated and start diffusing from the low
energy region to the high energy region of EEDF. This changes
the shape of EEDF to one that is nearly Maxwellian. As the
driving frequency increases to 100 MHz, the population of
both low energy and high energy electrons increases. How-
ever, the low energy electron population increases at a higher
rate and induces the EEDF shape to become nearly Max-
wellian. As shown in figure 3(b), similar results are observed
at a power density of 20 kW m−3 except that at 100 MHz the
EEDF shape is nearly bi-Maxwellian. The EEDF transition
from 27.12 MHz up to the transition frequency explains an
increase in the electron temperature. Ahn et al [19] explained
the heating of low energy electrons based on the calcula-
tion of collisional (Ohmic) power absorption per unit area in
the bulk plasma (SOhm) using a homogeneous plasma model.
In the present study, the operating gas pressure is low, i.e.
1 Pa and the calculated electron mean free path for this pres-
sure is ∼27 mm (maximum cross-section is considered). The
sheath width is∼5–7 mm and hence the bulk plasma length is
25–27 mm, i.e. at the most electron may suffer one collision
and hence collisional heating is negligible in the bulk plasma.
Thus, the mechanism of EEDF transition is due to a different
heating mechanism present in the discharge. This is discussed
in the next paragraph.

To elucidate the heating mechanism and transition in the
shape of the EEDF, we have examined the spatio-temporal
evolution of the electric field and the time-averaged electron
heating. Figure 4 shows the spatio-temporal evolution of the
electric field averaged over the last hundreds of RF cycles and
plotted over an interval of two RF periods. The corresponding
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Figure 2. Spatial average electron density and temperature versus driving frequency at power densities of (a) 2 kWm−3 and (b) 20 kWm−3.

Figure 3. Electron energy distribution function (EEDF) for different driving frequencies at power densities of (a) 2 kW m−3 and (b)
20 kW m−3. The frequencies of 35 MHz and 40 MHz in (a) and (b) have been chosen to coincide with the transition frequencies of the two
cases as shown in figures 2(a) and (b).

electric field at the centre of the discharge and its fast Four-
ier transform (FFT) are presented in figure 5. As can be seen
in figure 4(a), at 27.12 MHz, the electric field is mostly con-
fined in the sheath region and is nearly zero in the plasma bulk.
The electric field at the centre of the discharge and its FFT
(figure 5(a)) show the power in the fundamental mode of oscil-
lation, which is approximately 22%. The harmonics (>16th)
above the electron plasma frequency (∼450MHz) at the centre
of the discharge are significantly lower, i.e. below 5%. The
ambipolar electric field keeps the low energy bulk electrons
confined inside the bulk plasma and heating of the high energy
electrons through interaction with the sheath edge results in
a strongly bi-Maxwellian EEDF. As the driving frequency
approaches the transition frequency, 35 MHz at 2 kW m−3,
the non-linearity/higher harmonics (figure 5(b)) starts show-
ing up in the bulk plasma. The power in the fundamental fre-
quency of electric field at the centre of the discharge reaches
up to ∼38% of the total power (figure 5(b)) and the domin-
ant 11th harmonic (385 MHz) is observed to have a power
value close to 20%. The electron plasma frequency in this case
is ∼380 MHz. It is further noticed that the high frequency
transients are not able to reach up to the opposite sheath edge
and therefore their confinement is not effective. This drives
the discharge into a low density mode. However, the high

energy electrons responsible for these electric field transi-
ents are able to redistribute their energy with low energy bulk
electrons through non-linear interactions and thus an increase
in the electron temperature and the transition in EEDF to a
nearly Maxwellian form is observed up to the transition fre-
quency. As the driving frequency further increases to 100MHz
(figure 4(c)), strong electric field transients appear inside the
bulk plasma, reaching up to the opposite sheath and modifying
the instantaneous sheath edge position, similar to multiple fre-
quency CCP discharges. The corresponding FFT in figure 5(c)
shows the fundamental power level to be above 40%. The cal-
culated electron plasma frequency in this case is ∼500 MHz
that also appears in the FFT (5th harmonic, figure 5(c)) and
higher harmonics up to 1 GHz are observed. The confine-
ment of high energy electrons between two sheaths drives the
discharge to a high-density mode. The energy re-distribution
between high energy electrons generated from near the sheath
edge and low energy bulk electrons still occur and therefore
the populations of both the low-energy (generated by ioniza-
tion process) and the high-energy electrons increase as shown
in figure 3. To a first order approximation, the generation of
electric field transients at higher driving frequency is related
to the sheath velocity that produces high energy electrons.
The calculation shows that at 2 kW m−3, the sheath velocity
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Figure 4. Spatio-temporal evolution of the electric field at (a) 27.12 MHz, 2 kW m−3, (b) 35 MHz, 2 kW m−3, (c) 100 MHz, 2 kW m−3,
(d) 27.12 MHz, 20 kW m−3, (e) 40 MHz, 20 kW m−3 and (f) 100 MHz, 20 kW/m3.

increases from ∼6 × 105 m s−1 at 27.12 MHz to ∼1.3 × 106

m s−1 at 100 MHz and therefore the transients are effective
at 100 MHz driving frequency. Similar electric field transients
(figures 4(d)–(f)) and higher harmonics (figures 5(e) and (f))
in the electric field at the centre of the discharge are observed
at a power density of 20 kW m−3. It should be noted that at
20 kW m−3 the electric field transients (figures 4(e) and (f))
show a filamentary structure indicative of an enhanced non-
linearity in the discharge (figures 5(e) and (f)). This can be
attributed to the higher discharge voltage as has been remarked
in the past [9]. Furthermore, the instantaneous sheath modula-
tion is higher at a higher power density.

Next, the effect of the driving frequency on the IEDF
at the electrode surface is examined. Figures 6(a) and (b)
show the IEDF for different driving frequencies at 2 kW m−3

and 20 kW m−3 respectively. As shown in figure 6(a), at

2 kW m−3, the maximum ion energy decreases from ∼75 eV
at 27.12 MHz to ∼38 eV at 100 MHz, i.e. approximately by
a factor of 2. At 20 kW m−3 (figure 6(b)), the maximum ion
energy is higher in comparison to 2 kW m−3 and decreases
from∼190 eV at 27.12 MHz to∼70 eV at 100MHz. At lower
driving frequencies, the bimodal structure of IEDF is observed
that turns into a single energy peak structure at higher driv-
ing frequencies. The bimodal structure is more pronounced
at 20 kW m−3. The observed behaviour is attributed to the
ion modulation in an RF sheath. For a collisionless RF sheath
[33], the energy spread (∆Ei) is proportional to Vs (τrf/τion),
where Vs is the applied RF voltage and, τrf and τion are the
RF period and the ion transit time respectively. Based on the
above expression, at a constant driving frequency (τrf = con-
stant), it can be inferred that the energy spread will increase
with RF power due to a higher plasma density (lower ion
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Figure 5. Electric field at the centre of the discharge and its fast Fourier transform (FFT) at (a) 27.12 MHz, 2 kW m−3, (b) 35 MHz,
2 kW m−3, (c) 100 MHz, 2 kW m−3, (d) 27.12 MHz, 20 kW m−3, (e) 40 MHz, 20 kW m−3 and (f) 100 MHz, 20 kW m−3.

transit time) and higher applied voltage. Furthermore, for a
constant power density the energy spread will decrease with
driving frequency due to a decrease in the RF voltage and
(τrf/τion), which is inversely proportional to the driving fre-
quency. Hence the ion energy will transform from a bimodal
structure to a single energy peak. At a constant power dens-
ity, a decrease in the ion energy versus driving frequency is
attributed to a decrease in the applied RF voltage and sheath
width. It is observed that, for a 2 kW m−3 power density, the
sheath width decreases from 7 mm at 27.12 MHz to 4.5 mm
at 100 MHz, and for a 20 kW m−3 power density, it decreases
from 6 mm (at 27.12 MHz) to 2.45 mm (at 100 MHz). The
sheath width is estimated from the point where the electron
sheath edge is at a maximum distance from the electrode and

quasi-neutrality breaks down. A sharp dip in the electron dens-
ity is observed at this point whenmoving from the bulk plasma
towards the electrode.

4. Summary and conclusion

The effect of driving frequency on the discharge paramet-
ers of a low pressure symmetric CCP discharge driven at
constant power densities is studied using PIC/MCC simula-
tions. In particular, the changes in the discharge voltage, the
electron and IEDFs and the onset of higher harmonic electric
field transients are examined. It is found that the discharge
voltage decreases with an increase in driving frequency, which
is consistent with previous studies done in the high frequency
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Figure 6. Ion Energy Distribution Function (IEDF) at the electrode surface for different driving frequencies for power densities of (a)
2 kW m−3 and (b) 20 kW m−3.

regime. However in the low frequency regime the plasma
density first decreases up to a ‘transition frequency’ and then
increases with a further rise in the driving frequency reach-
ing to a saturation at higher driving frequencies. The electron
temperature shows an opposite trend. The EEDF is strongly bi-
Maxwellian at lower driving frequencies, changing its shape
to nearly Maxwellian at the transition frequency due to a heat-
ing of the low energy bulk electrons, and finally turning into
a nearly bi-Maxwellian form at higher driving frequencies.
The IEDF is bimodal at lower driving frequencies and turns
into a single energy peak at higher driving frequencies. The
corresponding ion energy continues to decrease with driving
frequency.

An investigation of the spatio-temporal variation of the
electric field within the discharge system shows that the above
effect is due to the generation of electric field transients at
higher driving frequencies. The Fourier spectrum of the elec-
tric field at the centre of the discharge shows no higher har-
monics generation at low driving frequencies, whereas, at
higher driving frequencies higher harmonics up to 2 GHz
are observed. These higher harmonics are responsible for low
energy bulk electron heating through non-linear interaction
thereby increasing the electron temperature up to the trans-
ition frequency. As the driving frequency increases beyond
the transition frequency, the transients become more ener-
getic reaching up to the opposite sheath and modifying the
instantaneous sheath edge position. Due to the confinement
of high energy electrons, the ionization probability increases
and therefore the plasma density increases after the transition
frequency. The current simulation results provide an import-
ant confirmation of the electric field transients and higher har-
monic generation that we had observed earlier at a constant
electron density [10] and show that it was not an artefact and
can be observed over a global parameter range in collisionless
CCP discharges.

Our simulations highlight some important and hitherto
unexplored features of plasma dynamics in a VHF CCP device
that is driven at a constant power density. Among them is the
existence of a transition frequency that determines when the
plasma density starts increasing as a function of the driving
frequency. From an operational point of view, it is important

to choose the driving frequency to be above this frequency to
take advantage of the high-density benefits of the device. The
transition frequency is higher for a high-power density. The
increasing trend of the density with frequency also saturates
beyond a certain high frequency; hence there is no advantage
in driving the device beyond this frequency regime. The ion
energy continues to decrease with a single peak at a higher
driving frequency and thus insures lower substrate damage.
Meanwhile, the EEDF shows nearly bi-Maxwellian behaviour
at higher driving frequencies and therefore the high energy
processes such as dissociation, excitations etc will continue
to occur with a low energy bulk electron. It must be stated
that our results may not be valid for high pressure/collisional
regimes or for different discharge gap values. However for the
parametric regimes considered in this paper the results can
provide useful operational guidelines for constant power dens-
ity CCP devices. They also underscore the need for future sim-
ilar explorations in other regimes in order to develop a com-
prehensive picture of the dynamics of VHF CCP devices over
a larger operational domain.
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